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December 7 2006
VIA FACSIMILE and
ELECTRONIC MAIL
The Honorable Heather Fargo and
Members of the City Council
City of Sacramento
915 I Street, 5E^, Floor
Sacramento, California 95514
Re:

Revised Environmental Impact Report ^^i the Sutter' Medical Center,
Sacr^^^^^^^^o and Trinity Cathedral Project

Dear Mayor ^^^^^ and Members of the City Council:
The Sez^^^^ Employees International 1Jnion, United Healthcare Workers -West
("SEJU4JHW") submits the attached comments from Daniel T. Smith regarding the City
of Sacramento's Revised Sutter Medical Center, Sacramento (and Trinity
Cathedral Project Draft Environmental Impact Report ("Revised DEIR")., SElU^UHWts
comments on the Revised E1R consist of this cover letter, the attached report from Mr..
Srnith, as well as the comments provided by S^IU^UHW on the November 6" 2006, and
November 20 2006, as well as the comments on the July ^^^^ Draft EIR and October
2005 Final EIR for the SMCSlTrinity Project,

Attachments

cc:

Lezle^ Burford
Angela Casagranda

SMITH ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT

December 7, 2006

Mr, Donald B. Mooney
129 C. Street
Suite 2
Davis, CA 95616
Subject: Sutter Medical Center Sacramento & Trinity Cathedral Project
Revised f:Inal Envirorimental mpact Report

Dear Mr. Mooney;
Per your requestr I have reviewed the Revised Final Environmental Impact
Report (hereinafter the RFEIR) for the Sutter Medical Center Sacramento
(hereinafter SMCS) and Trinity Cathedral Projects. My qualifications to perform
this review include registration as a Civii and Traffic Engineer in California, 38
years of professional transportation/traffic engineering consuiting practice in
California including preparation and review of transportation/traffic components of
environmental documents. I previously commented on the September, 2006
Revised Draft Environmental Impact Report (RDEIR) on the subject project. 1alsa
commented on the original 2005 Draft and Final Environmental Impact Reports an
he subject project and provided testimony an the environmental documentation at
the Sacramento City Planning Commission and City Council hearings on this
matter In November and December 2005 respectively. My resume is attached
herewith. This letter focuses ori the City's response in the RFEIR to our comments
an the RDEIR. My current comments are in sections separately addressing issues
in parking and trip generation cate9nriesr Each section contains overview
assessments of the entirety of the City's response on that topical category and
assessments ofthe City's response to our individual comments
PARKING
Overview of Cfty Responses on Parking-Related Comments
The Cr'ty+s response to issues raised on parking matters is not in keeping with the
good faith effort to disc1ose impact demanded by CEQA.. Our prior comments
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established that the RDEIR and the DEIR analyses substantiafly underestimated
the significant parking impacts of the project for several reasons including.
1) the parking generation rates employed are understated because the
parking generation study of Sutter Memorial Hospital that was used to
estimate the parking generation rate for the project hospital component
failed to account for the portion of Sutter Memor^al's parking generation
that takes place on-street,
2) the single day an which the subject parking generation study at Sutter
Memorial: was performed (St.. Patrick's Day) was likely to have
anomalously low parking conditions at the hour counted (noon),
3) the parking generation study at Sutter Memorial was based on a parking
occupancycount in a single hourcentered on 12--noon while other
substantial evidence suggests that the times of peak parking may he at
mid-morning or mid-afternoon,

4) the Sutter Memorial facility where the parking generation rates used in the
study were compiled is an obsolete facility intended for closure and may
not have the same parking generaUon as a modern faciUtyF
5) other parking studies at Sutter Memorial (the Hoyt study) that indicated
higher parking occupancy than measured in the parking generation count
relied upon were riot considered,
6) the EiR parking anaiysis failed to take into consideration the need for
parking reservoirs associated with shift-change parking needs,
7) the EIR parking analysis failed to take into account the practical capacity
of parking facilities,
8) the parking analysis overestimates the surplus of existing parking in
SMCS facilities
The combined effect of these considerations is signiflcant in the FEIR
(unchanged in the RFE1R) the City disclosed that the potentia' impact of the
project was a project parking demand that exceeded future parking spaces
provided by SMCS by 531 spaces In our comments on the RDElR, in
consideration of the above factors, we estimated that fully mitigating the parking
impact could require provision of a total oI' 812 additional parking stalls. The
difference between the 53 tsurpius of demand over spaces provided disclosed in
the RFEIR versus the 812 stalls to mitigate demand compiled in our comments is
281 spaces, In other words, if all of these factors are taken into consideration,
the actual parking impact is 53 percent greater than disclosed in the RFEIR
The City's response to the above enumerated comment issues on the parking
analysis has been to address them with individual denials, in each case
advancing arguments, assumptions and suppositions or claims of professional
judgmenta' discretion that are in each case wholly favorable to the project and to
affirmation of the original analysis . When such a pattern of segmented denial,
based on thin arguments, assumptions, suppositions and claims of professional
judgmental discretion wholly favorable to the project and to affirmation of the
originai analysis is repeated on item after item, there is strong indication that the
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City`s interest in this matter is primarily to dispense with the environmenta1
process asquicklyas possible ratherthan in making the good faith etfortto
disdose impact that is required by ^^^A
Furthermoret the City's approach ofonaddressing the parking comments
individually on an itern-by•itern basis evades addressing any ogicaI supporting
lirikages between the comments, or, to use ar^ expression that has recently
became popular, the City's response fails to 'connect the dots. For example,
when a commenter says "a parking survey at noon on St. Patrick's Day is
probably going to give low occupancy resultsand 'the traffic counts suggest that
parking at the hospital at mid-morning and at mid-afternoon may be higher than
right at noon" and {'you have the results from the Hoyt parking study that show
higher occupancy than your study did", a lead agency reasonably diligent about
making a good faith effort to disclose impact, instead of dismissing the points
individually as the City did~ ought to say "taken together these paints are at least
somewhat convincing; perhaps we should repeat the parking counts over a
broader period of hours on a different day"

The City's ultimate argument in its individual dismissals of most of the comments
on parking - the statement that because the RFE/R discloses that parking
impacts are significant and because the RFEIR identif/es mitigation for those
impacts, the comment, even if correct, is irrelevant is a misrepresentation.
In the summary above, and in explicit detail in our prior comments on the RDEIR,
we have demonstrated that these significant parking impacts may he as much as
53 percent more severe than disclosed in the RFEIR and its predecessor
documents Had the RFEiR disclosed this more severe level of parking impact of
the project, and/or had it not undermined the parking impact that it did disclose
by stating that full level of impact may not occur (as the result of highly
speculative considerations it found impossible to quantify)' it is entirely passible
that the public and public palicymakers would not tolerate certification ofthe EIR
and approval of the project conditioned only on the indefinite and speculative
mitigation measures that are now proposed Furthermore, if the comments are
indeed correct and the parking impacts are significantly more severe as we
predict, that makes it all the more likely that the project will have residential
neighborhood parking impacts, a type of parking impact the City has consistently,
despite multiple comments from the public, refused to disclose.
In /ts responses to some of the rndividual comments on parking, the City
responses seek to characterize what the comments identify as f/aws or
omissions in the analysis as thoughtfully considered judgments by the
individuals who prepared the anafystsk thus reducing the matter to one of
differences of opinion among experts. However, despite the fact that the City
has strived to produce an all-encompassing Administrat/ve Record through
extensive supplemental disclosure, there is no documented record of these
puiported thoughtfully considered judgmental choices. It appears that the C/ty is
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now, after the fact, attempting to create the illusion of thoughtful professional
judgment& opinions where no ftidgmen( was exercised t all.
Individual Parklng-reLated Responses
Response to Comment 244+ The City's has iabeied its' response to our
comment regarding the failure to measure the portion of the Sutter Memorial
parking demand that is met off-site as response 2-44 The lnitiai part 01 the
response echoes our comment regarding the difficulty, because of the context of
surrounding development, of quantifying the amount of Sutter Memorial Hospital
parking that might be taking pace out of line-of-sight from the hospital grounds
through direct observation of the parking However, it faiis to address our point
that that this component of the parking could and shouki have been estimated
through questionnaire surveys of the hospital population,
The response notes that in much of the surrounding area where on-street parking
is permitted, during the daytime that parking is limited to two-hour parking for
those not holding the appropriate residential parking permit stickers and
presumes that because of this, ^ittie parking associated with the hospital use
takes piace in these areas. However, this response ignores the fact the two-hour
parking permitted for non-hoiders of stickers would he sufficient time for many
the parking needs of many hospital visitors and even for persons receiving out
patient treatments, so the conclusion that little parking associated with hospitai
use takes place in these areas is not reasonab'y supported
The response acknowledges the evidence of heavy on^street parking on Sutter
Memorials frontage on F Street visible in aeriaf photos (between 28 and 34
parked vehicles visible in the photos) but argues that it cannot be known whether
this parking is hospital-r&ated or not. This response ignores the fact that it wa^^^
have been quite simple to determine whether or not and how much parking was
hospital related by stationing an observer to note whether the peop1e who came
from the cars when they parked or returned to the cars before departing went to
or carne from the hospital facilities or to/from other locations
The response continues with apointless discussion to the effect that some
people wilt park off-site regardless of haw much on-site parking is offered and
that there is more offrsite parking available near SGH than SMl^. The fact of the
matter is that the surveys at SMH were supposed to have measured the total
parking demand at SMH to compute a parking generation rate that was to be
used in measuring the total parking needs and impacts of the hospital component
pt the SMCS project Clearly, the surveys at SMH have not measured its total
parking demand.. However, this new admission in the response that the SMCS
project would generate some unknown quantity of off-site parldng demand calls
into question the City's repeated assertion that there would not he residential
pa*^t^c^ ^tcpct^i^ the neighborhoods surrounding SMCS
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We also note that the rationalizations contained in the response by all indications
have been generated for purposes of this response There is no evidence in the
record that these rationalizations were thoughtfully considered by the analysts at
the time when the parking generation survey program at SMH was being

pianr^^d
The City's response concludes with the statement discussed in our general
comments that because the RFEiR discloses that parking impacts are significant
and because the RFE1R identifies mitigation for those impacts, the comment,
even if correct, is irralevant, To the contrary, there is no basis for concluding that
if the project`s significant parking impacts were known to be considerably more
severe than origina^fy disclosed, the public and public poiicymakers would grant
project approvals based on the indefinite and speculative mitigations that have
been proposed

Response to Comment 245: The response disputes the comment that conduct
of the SMH parking survey during normal midday lunch period (1 1 +30 am to
12;30 pm) an March 17, St. Patrick's Oay, iikaly resu'ted in measurement of an
abnormal parking occupancy condition
The response opines that hospitals are usually not affected by a day such as St.
Patrick's Day because most employees do not have schedules that permit
extended lunch hours, and patient demand is not affected by days that are not
weekends or official holidays.. Although these assertions may be true with
respect to explicit employee work schedules or numbers of patients treated, that
does not assure that there would not be anomalous parking conditions at noon.
St. Patrick's Day is the type of day where numbers of employees who normally
bring their lunch from to eat at a work-station or take their lunch in an onwsita
cafeteria may c^^ off-site for lunch, even though they do not have the discretion to
take extended lunch hours . Also, the response fails to consider the effects on
hospital visitors the fact that the number of visitations or the time-of-day
patterns of visitation are likely altered..
Although, as the response correctly observes, "St Patrick's Day is not
recognized as a state of federal holiday", the th^^^hifui analyst should recognize
that it ranks right in with other informal holidays' such as Christmas Eve, New
YearF^ Eva, the Fridays before three-day weekends such as President's Day,
Memorial Day and Labor Day or the Friday after Thanksgiving as days where
anomalous parking conditions might reasonably be expected and that should he
avoided for parking surveys meant to represent ordinary weekday conditions.
In stating "nor is it generally celebrated by adults during business hours", the
responder demonstrates an extraordinary naivet^ regarding conditions in urban
America on St. PatrickFs Day. In 2005 the National Retail Federation estimated
that 84.5 million Americans celebrated St. Patrick's Day, spent $1 94 billion on
the holiday, with 198 million attending a bar or restaurant. A National
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Restaurant Association survey ranks St., Patrick's day as the seventh most
popular dining-out holiday ofthe year.

The City's response concludes by repealing the statement discussed in our
general comments that because the RFECR discioses that parking impacts are
significant and because the RFEiR identifies mitigation for those impacts, the
comment, even if correct, Cs irrelevantM1 To the contrary, there is no basis for
cancCucJing that if the project's significant parking impacts were known to be
considerably more severe than originally disclosed, the public and pubEic
policymakers wou^d grant project appravaCs based an the indefinite and
speculative mitigations that have been proposed
Response 245a: This response presents Iegal arguments disputing our
observation that if the data and procedures disclosed in the RDEiR and
Supplemental Administrative Record disclosed in Court proceedings are flawed,
that opens the analysis and conclusions of the transportation component derived
from those newly disclosed materials to further comment. While the Iegal
arguments are a matter for the Court to adjudicate, to the technical analyst it
continues to make sense that if the data and procedures that were originally
improperly withheld from public review are now shown to he flawed, the public
has a continuing right to comment on the analysis and conclusions that were
based on the flawed data and procedures.
Response 246: This response concerns our camment that the single hour
swve}r centered on noon may not have been the peak time of parking and that
both authoritative literature and parking entry and exit data for SNCK and SGH
that was available to the analysts indicate that the time of peak parking
generation may be at mid-morning or midafternoon.
The response, in part, points out that the time-of-day data we cite relates only to
the visitor component of parking at the two hospitals and does not include the
employee parking: However, this response ignores the fact that from midw
morning through mid-afternoon, the employee parking component at either
haspital would be expected to be relatively stable except that, to the extent that
employees drove elsewhere during lunch break, the employee parking
component might he somewhat lower during the noon hour. Hence, a careful
consideration of the response confirms our oiiginal comment that measurement
of parking occupancy at a single hour centered on noon probably does not
measure the peak parking occupancy.
It is curious that in responding to this comment that the responders choose to
rely upon a generalized secondary data source (the Institute of Transportation
Engineers Parking Generation, Third Edition) instead of reviewing the entry and
exit counts to the SMH parking lots that were already in their possession or doing
asimpCe recDunt at the parking spanning several hours from midmorning to mid^
afternoon Such a recount, inexpensive since it involves just ^^ew hours effort of
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a single, not-very-senior person, wouid have been sensible since it cou'd have
also resolved other issues such as the anomalous St. Patrick's Day count, The
reliance an secondary source data and the failure to perform even a simple
parking recount appears to indicate a greater interest on the part of the City in
preserving the original findings of the EiR than in making a good faith effort to
disclose impact
It is also noteworthy that while the City and its consultants are pleased to r&y
upon Parking Generation, Third Edition to justify the timeof-day in which they
collected their one^hour parking occupancy survey, they are dismissive of that
publications actual contents regarding parking generation which, according to
the City's Response-to Comment 248, indicate the new hospital component of
SMCS would generate aparking demand of 944 spaces rather than the 833
spaces estimated based on the SMH parking generation survey The City is
cherry picking„ the portions of the referenced document that it finds supportive.
The City's response concludes by repeating the statement discussed in our
general comments that because the RFEIR discloses that parking impacts are
significant and because the RFEIR identifies mitigation for those impacts, the
comment, even if correct, is irrelevant: To the contrary, there is no basis for
concluding that if the project's significant parking impacts were known to be
considerably more severe than origlnallydisobsed, the public and public
pollcyrnakers would grant project approvals based on the indefinite and
speculative mitigations that have been proposed
Response to Comment 2^47: This response, a sub-part of the response to the
issues raised in Comment 246, claims the parking consultants relied upon the
ITE publication Parking Generation, Third Edition in determination of what hour of
the ^ayto conduct the subject parking occupancy survey. We note that the
referenced document was only first made available for purchase in December,
2OO4. In the extensive Administrative Record compiled by the City, it is only
evident that the subject pUablicatian was relied upon as a comparative benchmark
relative to the parking demand compiled based on the SMH survey; there is no
indication it was relied upon in planning the details of the SMH survey procedure
Additionally, as noted above, the City and its parking consultants were quick to
dismiss the fundamental content of the subject document which showed that the
new hospital component of SM^S would generate the demand for l14 (13.3
percent) more parking spaces than indicated based an the SMH survey.
Responses to Comment 2-48 through 251:
Our original comment concerned 2003 Hoyt Company parking studies of SMH
that were known to the City and to its consultants and that showed a higher
parking occupancy than indicated in the St Patrick's Day survey. The City now
claims it could not rely upon the Hoyt Company data because the detailed data
supporting the Hoyt Company findings are "unavailable" and hence "could not he
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verified". While it may he true that the City does not have possession of the
actual fieid data sheets from the Hoyt study, knowledge of the Hoyt study results
contributes another clear element of doubt relative to the reliability of the SMH
parking generation survey that was employed in the analysis And although the
City may not have the data to verity" the Hoyt study results, it can have no
question about the r&iability of the firm that prepared it, since the City itself has
employed the Hoyt Company as part of the consultant team to prepare the City's
major Central City Parking Master Plan study
The City response also claims that the memo from the Hoyt Company was not
relied upon in the analysis. That is a misWstatement- DKS memos from Clarke
and Maslanka to Kronenberg dated April B, 2005, April 13, 2005 and June 7F
2005 and included in the City's Supplemental Administrative Record (Bates
numbers 090 to 093, 094 to 098 and 136 to 141) all cite the Hoyt Company
parking study at SMH. The City also repeats in this response its awareness that
the parking demand computations for the new hospital component based on
demand compiled from its SMH parking surveys is I I 3 spaces (1 3. 3 percent)
lower than demand if compiled from Parking Generation, Third Edition rates (a
fact also acknowledged in the aboveWcited DKS memos).
The City's response again concludes by repeating the 5tatement discussed in
our general comments that because the RFEIR discloses that parking impacts
are significant and because the RFEiR identifies mitigation for those impacts, the
comment, even if correct, is irrelevant. To the contrary, there is no basis for
concluding that if the project's significant parking impacts were known to be
considerably more severe than originally disclosed, the public and public
faolicyrnakers would grant project approvals based an the indefinite and
speculative mitigations that, have been proposed
Sa, summarizing forward from Comment 244, the City has indications that its
parking generation rates might he row because it missed the component of
parking at SMH that takes place off site, that the rate might be low because it
measured parking on an anomalous day, that the rate might he Iow because it.
measured parking occupancy at an hour other than that of peak occupancy, that
the rate might be low because it has reports of higher parking occupancy in
another study at the SNiH site prepared by a consultant that it respected enough
to employ an the consultant team preparing the City's Central City Parking
Master Plan study, and it knows that the parking generation estimated for the
SMCS new hospital componentr if compiled from the Parking Generationt Third
Edition reference it considers, at least in part, authoritative, would be I 3 3
percent higher than if compiled from the SMF^ survey data that is subject to all
the doubts listed immediately above. Yet its reaction is to deny all challenges to
its analysis. Surely, this pattern is indicative of a Lead Agency that hopes to
move the EiA off its plate as quickly as possible, not of one that makes agoad
faith effort to disclose impact a paramount concern.
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Response 2-52: This response involves our comment on the failure to take
account of the need for a parking reservoir to assure parking space for the
incoming shth at shift changes, particularly the second shift that reports at mid
afternoon when other parking demands are high. The response identifies an
additlonal cogent reason for the desirabiiity of such a reservoir- so the second
shift, that typicafly departs late at night, will have the added security of being ahie
to walk to their vehicles in aclustered area of close-in parking rather than having
to walk indlvidua11y to vehicles dispersed at various locations throughout the
parking f^cflitles
One part of the response claims that we have not demonstrated that the peak
parking need occurs at shift-change. This is nonsense - there is no need to
demonstrate that that peak parking occurs at shift-change , The parking reservoir
for the second shift must he held vacant throughout the mid-morning to midafternoon period (as 'A Lot" is at SMH) so as to be available when the second
shift arrives, so it is certainly being kept vacant whenever the peak parking
accumulation at SiVlH occurs . By being chained off through the midday, it is as if
it were full
The response also suggests that the SMCS project will solve the shift-change
problem through use of valet parking. This is also nonsense. Valet parking
works well where relatively small numbers of parkers are involved and arrive and
depart at relatively steady state rates, such as at a restaurant Valet parking
works less well but still acceptably for the arrivals at a facility such as a
performing theatre where the numbers of parkers involved are larger but the
arrivals are still somewhat dispersed (some attendees arriving early enough to
have dinner or drinks beforehand, some early enough to get comfortably settled
in their seats and some arriving just before (or just after) curtain call.. Valet
parking works abominably in circumstances such as the departure from a
performance theatre where the demand for movement is both high and timeconcentrated. It is highly doubtful that valet parking can acceptably cope with the
demands of shift change operations at a large medical center such as the
proposed SfUlCS} even if there is intent to stagger somewhat the actual shift
changes. Operating a valet service on a scale to cope with employee shift
change needs involves a wholly different scale of operations than an operation to
accommodate the needs of drivers accompanying patients being admitted or
discharged and those who are unable or don't wish to walk the distance between
parking locations and actual medlcal facility entry points
Furthermore, although the SMN field survey notes did identify Lot A' as chainedoff, vacant, and reserved for the second shift, and although the response now
claims that shift change parking needs will be taken care of by valet parking,
nowhere do any of the project environmental documents produced heretofore or
the Administrative Record otherwise take any cognizance of the implications of
the shift change reserved parking for the parking demand/supply relationships for
the project. The valet parking theory appears as a late facile response to a
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consideration (special shift change parking reservation needs) never actually
thoughtof in the analysis presented in the environmental documentation.

The City's response again concludes by repeating the statement discussed in our
general comments that because the RFEiR discloses that parking impacts are
si9nificant and because the RFE1R idenUfies mitigation for those impacts, the
comment, even if correct, is irrelevant. To the contrary, there is no basis for
concluding that if the project's significant parking impacts were known to be
considerably more severe than originally disclosed, the public and public
poiicymakers would grant project appravats based on the indefinite and
speculative mitigations that have been proposed
Response to Comment 2•53 arid 254; This comment, segmented by the
responders, concerned an apparent Claim in a 9-2OwO6 DKS memo incorporated
in the RDEI R that the Center City Parking Master Plan study provided
information regarding on-street and off-street parking in the vicinity of Siifter
Memorial Hospital and implication that this information was somehow reflected in
the parking generation study conducted there. The comment pointed out that
would be impossible since Sutter Memorial is well outside the study area of the
Center City Parking Master Plan study The response now claims the text
relating the Center City Parking study data to SMH (the abbreviation for Sutter
Memorial Hospital regularly used in the subject environmental documentation)
was simply a typographical error and that the subject text should read "SGMH"
This explanation simply adds confusion rather than clarification.. The
environmental documentation in this matter regularly uses the abbreviations
SMH (for Sutter Memorial Hospital), SGH (far Sutter General Hospital) and
SMCS (for Sutter Medical Center, Sacramento) However, to the hest of our
knowledge the abbreviation {`SGMH" has riot been used heretofore in any of the
prior formal environmental documentation or documents in the Administrative
Record in this mafter. Moreover, the section of text that we believe was intended
to improperly imply that the Center City parking study data were somehow
incorporated in the parking generation rates compiled at Sutter Memorial follows
several paragraphs of text describing how the parking generation rates at Sutter
Memorial were compiled and appiied, Additional paragraphs of text describing
the parking generation studies at Sutter Memorial follow the paragraphs
describing the Center City parking study data. If the inclusion of the discussion
of Center City Parking Master Plan study information at the point in the RDEIR
memo where it is placed were done for any purpose other than to improperly
imply that the Center City parking study gave DKS had detailed knowledge about
off-site parking conditions around Sutter Memorial hospital, then its placement in
the text at that point is a complete non sequitur.
Response to Comment 2^55, 2-56 and 2-57: In this comment, segmented into
three parts by the responders, we quantified the extent to which the combined
effects of underestimate of parking generation rates at Sutter Memorial described
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previousiy and faiiure to make provision for a shitt^change parking reservoir
result in significant understatement of the parking impacts of the project, The
response simply repeats its segmented denials of the component flaws in the
parking estimates that we have identified in earlier comments and again repeats
the statement discussed in our general comments that because the RFEIR
discloses that parking impacts are significant and because the RFEiR identifies
mitigation for those impacts, the comment, even if correct, is irrelevant. To the
contrary, there is no basis for concluding that if the project's significant parking
impacts were known to be considerably more severe than originally disclosed,
the public and public palicymakars would grant project approvals based on the
indefinite and speculative mitigations that have been proposed.
Response to Comment 2x58# In this comment we quantify the proper
adjustment to observed vacant space in the existing Sutter General Hospital
parking facilities to account for the previously permitted but yet to be completed
expansion of Sutter General. The quantification is based on corrected parking
generation rates that we estimated in order to address the previously described
flaws in the parking generation rates estimated at Sutter Memorial that were used
in the EJEIRIRDEIR parking analysis. The response simply reiterates its denials
of the flaws in the analysis that we previously cited, asserts that DElRIRDEiRs
analysis of the parking surplus in existing facilities is correct, and again repeats
the statement discussed in our general comments that because the RFE1R
discloses that parking impacts are significant and because the RFEIR identifies
mitigation for those impacts, the comment, even if correct, is irrelevant To the
contrary, there is no basis for concluding that if the project's significant parking
impacts were known to be considerably more severe than originally disclosed,
the public and public policymaka^s would grant project approvals based on the
indefinite and speculative mitigations that have been proposed.
Responses to Comment 2-59, 2-60, 2*61 , 262 and 263: This comment,
segmented into three parts by the respandents, concerned the DEiR/RDElR's
failure to consider the 1`practica1 capacity" of parking facilities in estimating
parking impacts, although the Cityrs parking consultants evidenced awareness of
this consideration. The comment specifically quantifies how much greater tha
project's significant parking impacts would he than disclosed in the DEIRIRDEIR
if the flaws in the projects parking demand estimates were corrected and
considered in combination with adjustments reflecting practical capacity of
parking faciiities.
The response now denies that practical capacity will be a consideration due to
the intent} newly stated in the response, to operate all, or a very large portion of
the total SMCS parking supply as valet parking However, operating all or a
large portion of avery large parking supply by valet parking is amuch more
complex undertaking than, say, serving a restaurant's parking needs by valet
parking or operating asmaii portion of a large parking supply by valet as a
convenience and premium service for those who need or desire it. In order to
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convincingly demonstrate that valet parking wiH mftigate and solve ail the
problems of practical cap^city of parFdng facilities, the City must demonstrate
through statistical analysis that, at reasonabCe valet manpower ievals, what the
peak inbound surge drop-off area requirements are, that such surge drop-off
area requirements can be met on-site without drop-off queues interfering with onstreet traffic operations, and that, again at reasonable valet manpower lev&s, the
average and maximum waiting time for return of a parked vehicce during peak
departure periods will be within acceptable limits. These statistics must also be
generated for periods of peak combined total of inbound and outbound
movements. The City has provided no such statistical analysis Absent such ari
ana'ysisF the City's response to the effect that vaiet parking will cure all
shortcomings must be recognized as a 'pie-in-the-sky' evasion of the 'ipractical
capacitya, issua,
Response to Comment 2-64; This comment was a summarization of all the
flaws in the DEIRIRDEIR parking analysis reflected in preceding comments and
an observation that as the result of these shortcomings, the understatement of
the project's significant parking impacts was so great as to require acampieteiy
revised analysis and a recirculation of that portion of the environmental document
in draft status

The response reiterates its prior denials of flaws in the parking analysis and
again repeats the statement thscussad in our general comments that because
the RFEiR discloses that parking impacts are significant and because the RFE1R
identifies mitigation for those impacts, the comment, even if correct, is irrelevant.
To the contrary, there is no basis for conciuthng that if the project's significant
parking impacts were known to be considerably more severe than originally
disclosed, the public and public poliryrnakers would grant project approvals
based on the indefinite and speculative mitigations that have been proposed
TRIP GENERATION
Overview of City Responses an Trip Generation-Related Comments
The responses to comment on trip generation issues continue the pattern of
consistent summary denial of flaws in the analysis that was evident in the
responSes to parking issues. The segmented form of response also evades
addressing the linked evidentiary patterns of related comments - a failure to
connect the dots - that was also a characteristic of the parking responses If the
trip generation of the project is significantly underestimated, as our comments
indicate it is, then the traffic impact analysis must be completely recompiled
Individual Trip Generation-related Responses
Response to Comment 265; This response is to a segment of our comment
that the trip generation survey made at Sutter Memorial to develop the trip
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generation rates employed in estimation of project traffic failed to count trips
involving on^ street pick-ups or drop-offs, and trips that parked on-street or off^
site.
The response in this segment is specific to our intrcductory mention that in our
comments on the original DER in this matter, we pointed out that the trip
generation estimated for the hospital components of the project, reportedly based
on a survey of trip generation at Sutter Memorial hospital appeared very low
relative to authoritative trip generation rates for this use published in Trip
Generation, r4h Edition by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE).
The current response reiterates the City's response to our comment on the
original DEiR, responding that the Sutter Memorial-based trip generation rates
are not low, because they fall within the range of case study data points used to
compile the Trip Generation, lEdition rates. The response that the Sutter
Memorial rates fail within the range of case study data used in compiling the Trip
Generation, ^Edition rates is just barely true.. As we previously observed in the
Planning Commission hearing of 11^1O4)5, the AM and P.M. trip generation
rates derived at Sutter Memorial respectively fall within the bottom 8 percent and
2 Percent of the case study range in the referenced ITE document, a condition
that justifies characterizing those rates as very low

The response goes an to assert that when local trip generation data is available,
it is appropriate to utilize those rates instead of the rates from the referenced iTE
, ^^ is a point that we do not disagree with. That is
Trip Generation publication. This
made clear in the portion of our comments on the RDEiR that the City has
segmented as Comment 2-67„ Despite these clear facts, the City seems to feel
compelled to fill space arguing that the Sutter Memorial rates are not low relative
.
lable..
to 1TE and that it is appropr i ate to use local trip generation data when ava i^l^^l^..

Our fundamental problem with the trip generation analysis is that the local data
bein relied on is based on a compilation of only a part the total trip generation at
ls of how the
Sutter Memorial. This fact could only be confirmed when the deta ^l^
g
1^F

Y

i

Suffer Memorial trip generation data were collected and compiled was disclosed
in the RDEIR.
Responses to Comments 2-66, 2-67, 2-68 and 2-69:
This segment of our comments describe how the details of the Sutter Memorial
trip generation survey disclosed in the RDEIR was fundamentally structured in a
way that only counted that portion of Siitter Memorial's trip generation that parks
in Sutter-controlled parking lots and that tailed to count that portion of the trip
generation that involved employees, visitors or even patients being picked up or
dropped off at curbside as well as failing to count those who park off-site The
City's traffic
^ consultants could easily have accounted for these considerations
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either bydftect observationsorby 1JsingaqueStiannairesurveyt buttheyfailedto
do so .
In the response, the City now argues that how much hospItaIµr&ated offsite
parking and pickup/drop-off takes place has not been proven by the commenter
(attempting to shift to the public a task that was the City's obligation in the first
pi^^^) The City argues that the amount of haspitarelated aff^site parking must
be smaU because most of the surrounding erea is in a residential permit parking
zone (nonsense, because the two-hour time limit provided for non^holders of
parking permits is adequate for the needs of most visitors and even outpatients
and because an extensive supply of parking not included in the permit zone
exists on the SMH frontage along FStreet) The City cIaims that when
consultant staff were on^site during preparation of the traffic analysis, they did not
observe substantia! volumes of drop-offs on-street (although nowhere in the
extensive Administrative Record the City has compiled including copious traffic
and parking field notes and measurements is there a record of any such
observations documented). It would be a simple low-costly task for the City`s
consultants to go out to Sutter Memorial now and conduct a day's recorded
observations of how much hospital-related pickTupldrvpoff activity was taking
place an-street and how much of the foot traffic entering the hospital complex
grounds appeared to be going to or coming from off-site parking. But the City
has not done this,
The situation is this The Lead Agency knows that the trip generation rate data it
has collected at Sutter Memorial is at the extreme low end of the range of site
study data documented in the ITE publication Trip Generations Third Ecflliori.. It
also knows that there are potentially significant omissions in the data set it
collected at Sutter MemoriaL But it is not connecting the dots between the two
seemingly connected pieces of information and is not conducting any direct
checks to determine if asignlficant component of the Sutter Memorial trip
generation has been missed. It simply denies there is anything wrong This is
not consistent with the good faith effort to disclose impact required by CEQA.

Response to Comment 2w70:
This comment noted that the City has also failed to reconsider its trip generation
rates in light of disclosure that trip generation data from Kaiser R^^^vU1e that the
City previously believed supported use of the rates derived from the Sutter
Memorial survey, actually support use of the trip generation rates from ITE's Trip
Generation, Seventh Edition. The City's current response is to deny that the
Roseville Kaiser data were ever relied upon.
While the City's desire to expunge the Kaiser Roseville data from consideration is
understandable, since it is now clear that it does not support the trip generation
analysis, the statement that neither the DElR nor the RDEIR relied upon the
Kaiser Roseville trip generation data is contrary to fact.
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The Kaiser Rosevilte trip generation data are included in the City's Supplemental
Administrative Record (Bates numbers 007 through 009) A DKS memo dated 21iO5 describing the projact trip generation analysis included in the City's
Supplemental Administrative Record (Bates numbers 083 through 085) explicitly
references in narrative and tabular ^^^pUatlon. In tesUmony at the Planning
Commission hearing of 11-10-05 on the original DEIRIFEIR, in response to our
comments questioning the trip generation rates based on the Sutter Memorial
survey, City staff member Samar Hajeer stated that the EIR analysis also
considered data collected from Kaiser Roseville hospital that corroborated the
trip generation rates compiled at Sutter Memorial (see bottom of page 73 of
transcript of I 1-10Y05 Planning Commission hearing, also Bates numbered
02506; Hajeeris misspelled Hiljarin the transcript).
This response reinforces the picture of aLead Agency that refuses to connect
the dots when what such a connection indicates is unpalatable It knew the
Sutter Memorial data was low reiaUve to the Trip Generation, Seventh Edition
data. When told there might be omissions in the Sutter Memorial data, it denied
the possibility of omissions rather than considering the linkage to being low
relative to the Trip Generation, Seventh Edition data. When it learned that the
Kaiser Roseville data it previously believed to be supportive of the Sutter
Memorial trip generation analysis was actually supportive of the rate in Trip
Generation Seventh Edition, it wants to deny consideration of the Kaiser
Roseville data instead of connecting it to the evidentiary pattern that the Sutter
Memorial trip generation information may be flawed
Response to Comment 2-71 :This response corrects an inconsistency between
narrative text and a table footnote in the RDEIR trip generation saction. The
correction is noted
Response to Comment 272: This response and correction of text clarifies how
trips between valet pick-up/drop-off areas and actual parking sites were treated
in the traffic analysis The correction is noted However, we note that if the
enlarged valet parking operation contemplated in Response to Comments 2-59
through 2-63 is actually undertaken, the traffic assignments and level of service
analysis at intersections immediately adjacent to the SMCS complex must be
recompiled.
Response to Comment 2-73 and 2-74: This comment concerned the lack of a
near-term analysis of the Two-Way Conversion project in combination with the
SMCS project: The response notes that a long-range cumulative analysis was
performed and that, given that the Two Way Conversion project is not a part of
the SMCS project, there is no CEQA requirement to generate such an additional
analysis scenario .
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To this response we observe that Two Way Conversion is a project being
concurrently considered with SMCS in other instances of ERs of dawr^^owr^
^^^ebpmenfs being considered in a concurrent time frame (examples inciude
the Metropolitan, Epic Tower and 800 <&L projects), the City has required
consideration of a short term cumulative scenario as weii as the tong term
cumulative scenario. The response fails to explain why the City has not or
should not maintained that precedent in this case.;
Concktsion

In general, we believe the majority of the responses to comment are inadequate
because they simply attempt to deny the obvious, and that the segmented farm
of response fails to deal with the linked evidentiary palfern established by the
comments For this reason, and because the comments establish impacts of
significance that are still unaddressed, we believe that the RFEIR cannot
properly be certified or the project approved.
Sincerely

Smith Engineering & Management
A California Corporation

Daniel T. Smith Jr;, FE.
President
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December 1 1 , 2006

To.

Ellie Buford, City of Sacramento Development Services

Fronn. Pe11e Clarke, DKS Associates
Christine Kranen^ergt EIP Associates, a division of PBS&J
Re:

Responses to the December 7, 2006 Letter to the City Council from Don Mooney,
attorney for SEIU

The fo11nwing responses address comments submitted by Dan Smith, Smith Engineering &
Management, on the Revised Final ER for the SMCS project.
Response to Comment 1:
The eight points raised in the comment are addressed in the following responses, see be1ow„ All of
the issues raised by Mr. Smith ("commenter") have previously been addressed either in responses to
the S11I1CS FEIR (October 2005) or the Revised FEIR (November 2006),
Response to Comment 2:
The specific issues raised in the comment associated with parking demand have all previously been
raised and are addressed in the following respansest see below- The City respectfully disagrees
with the commenter that the City is "attempting to create the illusion of thoughtrul professional
judgmental opinions where no judgment was exercisec," The City and their consultants have
rigorously evaluated the traffic and parking impacts associated with the project and the commenter
disagrees with the City's findings. As stated in Section 15151 of the CEQA Guidelines, 1'[a]n
evaluation of the environmental effects of a proposed project need not be exhaustive, but the
sufficiency of an EIR is to be reviewed in the light of what is reasonably feasible. DMsagreernen
among experts does not make an EIR inadequate ,.,The courts have locked not for perfection, but
for adequacy, completeness, and a goad faith effort at full disclosure". The City and their
consultants have prepared an adequate and complete EIR and have made a good faith effort at full
disclosure and addressing all the potential impacts associate with the project.
Response to Comment 3:
The comment reiterates the concerns previously submitted in the Revised FEIR (see Response to
Comment 244 page 4-26). The comment asserts that the parking survey conducted for the project
relied only on data taken from the parking lots at Sutter Memorial Hospital (SMH) and did not take
into account oft-site parking (an-street and off-street) around the Sutter Memorial site.

As stated in the Revised FEIR, off^site parking around SMH was not included in the parking survey
for the following reasons. The project is located in midtown Sacramento, among residential and
office uses, retail stores, restaurants, and other commercial establishments. A majority of the off-site
A diYirt tI
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parking around SMH in the residential neighborhood is associated with the surrounding residential
nei^hhcrhood, not SMH. Consequently, it would he difficult to accurately assess which cars are
associated with the hospital arid which cars are associated with the neighboring residences.
Further, because of the specific characteristics of street parking in the project location as described
bebw, only a minimal amount of oWsite parking associated with the hospital is believed to occur
There are no known afrTsite parking lots available to SMH employees or visitors during peak parking
periods. Ail nearby off-site, otf^street lots are associated with particular private entities (such as
resMdencest businesses and offices) that do not permit public pariCing.. Therefore, little oft-site or offstreet parking near SMH is associated with Sutter Memorial uses.,
Much of the on-street parking around SMH 1s included in the City's Residential Permit Parking
program, which limits the use of on-street parking by non-residents, such as hospital employees and
visitors.. Based on a field review, this on-street parking is in Residential Permit Zone A' which limits
parking by non-residents to one to two hours depending on location,. In addition, the south side of F
Street between 50th Street and 54th Street across t~rorn Sutter Memorial's frontage is signed "NO
PARKING" between the hours of 7;00 a.,m. and 6:00 p.m. Because of these residential permit
parking restrintionsf little off-site or on-street parking near 5MM is associated with Sutter Memorial
uses. (See Revised FEIR Response to Comment 2-44 on page 4-26)..
The issue raised by the commenter that residential parking impacts to the neighborhoods around the
SMC^^ project site were not addressed is incorrect. This issue was addressed in the October 2005
Final EIR (see Final E1R Responses to Comments 10-21 and 10-22, pages 4-65 and 4w66)..
The process to establish a Residential Permit Parking program relies on parking occupancy surveys
and consideration of community input and participationr. As described an the CityFs current website,
the process required for establishing a residential permit parking program includes several steps:
residents or neighborhood groups submit a letter indicating interest in residential permit parking,
neighborhood representatives confer with the Parking Manager and tentative boundaries are
established, parking occupancy surveys are performed to determine the appropriate parking
regulations for the area, public hearing(s) are held, and return notices are mailed to area residents
that provide information on the proposed boundaries and parking regulations. If it appears the
general consensus within the proposed residential permit parking area is in favor of a program, the
Parking Manager submits a written recommendation to the Council.
The City's Residential Permit Parking program is effective and is based upon involvement and
participation of neighborhood residents and neighborhood groups. Increasingly restrictive parking
limits are implemented depending on location.. Because of these residential permit parking
restrictions, little off-siteF on-street parking near SIlliH is associated with Sutter Memorial users.
Response to Comment 4.
The commenter restates their concern raised previously in the Revised FEIR (see Revised FEIR
Response to Comment 2-45, page 4w27). As stated in that response, it is possible that sorr^^
deviation from typical parking accumulation patterns may have occurred on March 1 7th due to St..
Patrick's Day. However, hospitals are usually not affected by a day such as Saint Patrick's Day'
since most employees do not have schedules that permit extended lunch hours, and patient demand
is not affected by days that are not weekends or official holidays. St. Patrick's Day is not recognized
as a state or federal holiday, nor is it generally celebrated by adults during business hours.. Further,
while detailed accumulation counts were not conducted on other days, SMH parking was observed
at other dates during 2004 and 2005 by DKS Associates and at no time was the parking supply
observed to he fully occupied.

The commenter offers his view that parking patterns on St. Patrick's Day over the lunch hour are
anomalous.. The City and its consultants are not aware of any data supporting this contention.. The
comrnenter's opinion is noted, but absent specific data no further response can he made. The City
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and its consultants beiieve the data obtained by means of the parking surveys provide evidence
supporting the ER's parking analysis..
Even If the parking lots were typically totally full, and the demand for project parking would be
greater than calculated, the conclusions of the analysis included in the Draft EIR would not change.
The analysis showed asignificant impact related to parking supply since the proposed supply does
not meet estimated demand* Accordingly, the Draft HR includes a mitigation measure to address
this shortfall and mitigate the impact. Mitigation Measure 61-i (see page 6.7-48 of the Draft EIR)
requires the applicant to "make additional parking supplies available in an expeditious fashion such
that parking supply is equal to or exceeds demand"
Response to Comment 5:
The preparers of the document disagree with the commenter's conclusion that analysis is flawed.
As stated in the Revised FEIR, the comment addresses issues that are outside the scope of the
analysis presented in the Revised Draft EIRn Public Resources Code section 211659 states that a
court's order in a CEQA case must "include only those mandates which are necessary to achieve
compliance with [CEQAJ and only those specific project activities in noncompliance with [CEQA1"
(Pub. Resources Code § 21 168n9, subd. (h)) This emphasis on finality and specificity is also
reflected in Public Resources Code section 21005, subdivision (u) which provides: "it is further the
intent of the Legislature that any court, which finds, or in the process of reviewing a previous court
finding, finds that a public agency has taken an action without compliance with this division, shall
specifically address each of the alleged grounds for noncompliance-" Section 21005, subdivision (c),
and section 2 1 1689, subdivision (h) effectively create a presumption that the Superior Court, in
stating grounds for the issuance of a vurit, has declared all of the deficiencies in the challenged
environmental documentation. (See also Friends of the Santa Clara River v. Castaic Lake Water
Agency (2002) 95 CaI.Appti4'h I 373, 1387)
The City considered the Court's order to require the City to address only those specific issues
identified by the Court. the adequacy of the underlying documentation regarding trip generationr
parking, and construction-related NO emissions. The information contained in the Revised Draft
EIR supplements and is in addition to the analysis and technical information contained in the
October 2005 Final ElR, Consistent with the Court's ruling, the Revised Draft EIR includes only the
portions of the EIR that were found by the Court to he deficient. Portions of the Final EIR that are
revised include: Section 6.2 (Air Quality) and Section ^^ (Transportation and Circulation). The
remainder of the EIR was either not challenged in litigation, and is therefore presumed adequate, or
was determined by the Court to be adequate.
The information in the Revised Draft E1R responds to the Court's ruling that the record contained
Under such
insufficient information to support the City's conclusions on these issues
circumstances, the City was not required to recirculate an entirely new EIR to replace the October
2005 Final EIR. (See Federation of Hillside and Canyon Associations v.. Cr'ty of Los Angeles (2005)
80, 1 200 (petitioners failed to demonstrate that, because of a change in the city's
126 Cai.App.,4th
findings, significant environmental effects of the project would be different or more severe than
analyzed in the ER, and as such, the city's new findings did not trigger the need for asubsequent or
supplemental EIR); CEQA Guidelinest § 15058.5, suhd. (c) (lead agency may recirculate revised
portions of Draft EIR)n) (see Revised FEIR Response to Comment 2-45a, page 4-25).

Response to Comment 6:
Concerns raised in this comment were previously responded to in the Revised Final EIR (see
Response to Comment 2-46, page ^^^^).. The car'nrnenter asserts that the parking surrey conducted
for the SN1CS project on March 1 7, 2005 during the hours of 1 1 ;30 arnn and 1 2:30 pm. may not
have been the peak time. As started in the Revised FEiR: to determine the appropriate time for
parking occupancy surveys the parking consultants utilized the ITE Parking Generation, Third
Edition. The 1TE manual contains 48 data points collected at hospitals through the year 2000.. The
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1TE manual shows that midday parking accumulation at surveyed hospitals is at or above 90 percent
of the daily maximum from 9:00 a.m.. to 4:00 pm. The ITE data shows that the typical parking
accumulation for the hour beginning at 2:00 p.m. is no higher (and in some cases lower) than
parking accumulation for the hours beginning t"rorn 9:00 am. through 3:00 p^ The ITE data also
indicates that the parking accumulation for the hour beginning at 2:00 p,rrr, is seven percent lower
and the same as the hour beginning at 12:00 noon,.
than the hour beginning at 11:00
Therefore, it is determined that accumulation counts at ^MH between 2.00 pPmr and 3.00 p.mfi would
not he substantially different that those that were collected between I I ;30 and 1 2:30 pm ,
However, even it the accumulation counts were taken at a different timer and the demand for project
parking would be greater than calcuiatedt the conclusions of the E1R analysis would not change.
The analysis showed a significant impact related to parking supply since the proposed supply does
not meet estimated demandn Accordingly, the Elk includes a mitigation measure to deal with this
shortfall and mitigate the impact. Mitigation Measure 67-1 (see Draft EIR page 67-48) requires the
applicant to "make additional parking supplies available in an expeditious fashion such that parking
supply is equal to or exceeds demand'. In addition, as an element of the project description, Sutter
must create and implement a Transportation Systems Management Plan (TSM) and Parking
Demand Management Program to ensure that Sutter's parking supply meets its parking demand
through programs like alternative commute programs, transit subsidies, an on-site Employee
Transportation Coordinator, and bicycle lockers, raclsst and showers..
As stated in the Final EIR (October 2005), for generic projects, the standard procedure to calculate
the parking demand is to use average rates reported by ITE, However, when more specific
information is available concerning a project, and/or when unique project characteristics exist, the
correct procedure is to collect specific data at sites representative of the project. Seey for example,
ITE Trip Generation Handbook, Chapters 3 and 4,. In addition, the City's Traffic Study Guidelines
address the use of traffic counts at comparable locations for specific uses.. Since this project
involves the relocation of Sutter Memorial Hospital uses and personnel to the project site, it is logical
and appropriate to consider the existing trip generation characteristics of Sutter Memorial Hospital in
the analysis... The City#s consultant followed the proper protocol to determine both the parking
demand rate and the time of day to conduct the parking analysis.
The commenter states the City's consultants have engaged in "cherry picking" in relying on siteThe City
specific parking data in some instances, and the ITE manual in other instances.
The
ITE
manual
was
consulted
for
the
purpose
of
respectfully disagrees with this comment
confirming that an-site parking data was gathered during an appropriate period of the day that would
be representative of peak parking demand... Actual, an-site data was used for the purpose of
determining parking demand.. The ITE manual states that it is appropriate to use on-site data where
available...
The commenter states the City should have collected additional parking data. The cornmenter's
opinion is noted. A lead agency usually has the option of gathering additional field data, and
additional data could have been gathered in this case. Under CEQA, however, the relevant issue is
not whether additional data could have been gathered, because the answer to that question is
almost always "yes.." Rather, the issue is whether the lead agency has an adequate evidentiary
basis upon which to base its analysis. The City's consultants believe that the on-site data, together
with the ITE Parking Generation surveys, provide an adequate evidentiary basis upon which to base
the analysis in the Revised FE1R,
Response to Comment 7:
As stated in the Revised FEIR, the parking consultants relied upon the ITE Parking Generation,
Third Edition. It is their professional opinion that the ITE publication is more appropriate since it is
based upon more recent survey information.
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The commenter states the 1TE manual was availabIe in December 2004 and notes in the Revised
FE!R (see Revised FEIR Response to Comment 245, pege 4-28) that March 1 7, 2005 was the date
of the parking survey at SMH.. The traffic consultant reviewed the ITE manual in determining the
appropriate time to perform an^site surveys.,
Regarding the use of SMH this exact facility is being relocated to the project site. As noted in the
Revised Final EIR (see Revised FEIR Response to Comment 269, page 4-36), the SMH facility is a
more representative site than any other site that coiald he relied upon to estimate parking demand at
the new facility. The ITE manual authorizes the use of site-specific data, as apposed to genera'
surveys.
Response to Comment 8:
This issue was addressed in the Revised FEiR. As stated in the Revised 1=E1R, during preparation of
the traffic analysis attempts were made to obtain the data upon which the conclusions of The Hoyt
Company memorandum are based. Howevert such data were not available.. Therefore, since the
conclusions of the report were unsubstantiated by actua' avai^able data, and since the data would
have been two years old at that time, new parking accumulation studies were conducted at SMH^
The memo from The Hoyt Company was not referenced in the Draft ElR or relied upon in the
analysis. In addition, as noted in Response to Comment 2-52, the lots at SMH were not totally full
during spring 2005 because an area was reserved for shift changes.
The commenter's reference to memos dated April 8 and 13, 2005 and June ?, 2005 cite the Hoyt
memo as acomparison. As stated previously, the Hoyt Company memo was not used because the
data could not be substantiated and because it contained dated information. The City and its
consultants disagree with the commenter that the parking generation rates are low. The Cityrs
consultant followed proper pratacd when conducting the parking surveys and make a good faith
effort to disclose all the impacts associated with parking. As stated previously in the Revised FEIR,
if the parking accumulation equaled the capacity of the lots or more, and the demand for project
parking would be greater than calculated, the conclusions of the E1R analysis would not change.
The analysis showed a significant impact related to parking supply since the proposed supply does
not meet estimated demand. Accordingly, the EIR includes a mitigation measure to deal with this
shortfall and mitigate the impact. Mitigation Measure 6.7^1 (Draft EIR page 6J-48) requires the
applicant to "make additional parking supplies available in an expeditious fashion such that parking
supply is equal to or exceeds demand."

Response to Comment 9:
The commenter disagrees with the City's position that it is not necessary to maintain a parking
reservoir for an urban project and that the project will use valet parking to address the parking
overlap during shift changes. As stated in the Revised FEIR, most hospitals, including Sutter
Memorial, operate on staggered shifts, reducing the effects of parking accumulation near shift
changes Hospitals (and other industries that have employees on multiple shifts) often provide
reserved parking areas for second shift employees as an employee henefit,. Otherwise, these
employees must park at the extreme locations in the lotst and walk to their vehicles in the dark at the
end of the shift. However, this is an inefficient use of parking resources and is commonly only
employed when excess parking is available. The parking analysis prepared for the EIR did not
disregard the implications of the area reserved for second shift parking at SMHn It was not
necessary to include these unoccupied spaces in the analysis since the project does not propose to
provide a similar reserved buffer for second shift parking.. An equivalent effect can be produced by
valet parking for employees, as is already in place at SMH during the accumulation studies, and
which is included in the SIIIICS project, The use of valet parking can increase the effective capacity
of the parking lots/garages to over I 00 percent of actual capaclty. Second shift employee vehicles
can be temporarily parked in aisles until first shift employees depart.,
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Even if extra space were to he included in the parking demand caIculations to account for shift
changes, the conclusions of the analysis would not change- The analysis showed a significant
impact r&ated to parking supply since the proposed supply does not meet estimated dernand.
Accordingly, the E1R includes amitigation measure to deal with this shortfall and mitigate the impact,
Mitigation Measure 67^1 (see Draft EIR, p^^^ 6J-48) requires the applicant to 1ma1Ce additional
parking supplies available in an expeditious fashion such that parking supply is equal to or exceeds
dernand".
The existing valet operations at Sutter Cancer Center work effectively and provide a service that
many patients appreciate,
Response to Comment 10:
The response clarified a typographical error.. As stated in the Revised FElR, the abbreviation should
be SGH (Sutter General 1*iospital), not SMN (Sutter Memorial Hospital). (See Revised FEIR
Response to Comment 253' page 431 )ti The correction is straightforward. The cammenter's
apparent confusion is noted. The response was intended to address such confusion.
The bottom of the second page of the September 20, 2006 memorandum (see Revised FEIR) states
the City's Central City Master Plan was used to establish parking conditions for both on-street and
offstreet parking canditions. The first paragraph an tap of the third page states the data was
collected in the Central City and included the area around Sutter General hospital, not Sutter
Memorial Hospital in East Sacramento. As noted in the Revised FE1R in Response to Comment 2
53p the Central City Parking Master Plan information was used only to establish existing conditions
near the project site, which is located within the Central City Master Parking Plan study area, The
Central City Master Parking Plan data was not referenced in the parking accumulation survey
performed at Sutter Memorial Hospital,
Response to Comment 11:
The commenter states his opinion regarding the response provided in the Revised FEIR (see
Revised FEIR Responses to Comments 2-55, 256, and 257 on pages ^^^^ arid 432). As noted
earlier in Response to Comment 2, as stated in Section 15151 of the CEQA Guidelines, 1'An
evaluation of the environmental effects of apropased project need not be exhaustive, but the
sufficiency of an EIR is to he reviewed in the light of what is reasonably feasible . Disagreement
among experts does not make an EIR inadequate. ..The courts have looked not for perfection, but
for adequacy, completeness, and a good faith effort at full disclosure". The City and its consultants
have prepared an adequate and complete EIR and have made a good faith effort at full disclosure
and addressing all the potential impacts associate with the project.
Response to Comment 'I2:
The comment is expressing disagreement with the response provided in the Revised I*EIR
pertaining to parking associated with the existing SLitter General Hospital and the recent expansion
to include an MRl facility, As stated in the Revised FEIR, SGH's original entitled approval was
granted for a larger building than was constructed. As discussed in the Draft EI^ (July 2005)
Chapter 2, Project Description, on page 2-51, the increase of 71,300 sf of space in SGH was
previously evaluated in the E1R prepared for SGH in 1984ti The reduction in parking was based
upon the hospital parking demand rate calculated from the accumulation studies at SN1H.

Response to Comment 13.
The cornrnenter disagrees with the response provided in the Revised FEIR and believes that valet
parking will not work as proposed and that the City must demonstrate all the specifics of the valet
operatlonsh As noted in the Revised FEIR, a I 0% parking buffer is not always available in urban
environments, nor is it required to meet parking demand. (See Revised FE1R Response to Comment
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2-59, page 4-33).. The need for a buffer is premised on parking facilities that are primarily selfparked. The SMCS project will use valet parking. In the Draft DR in Chapter 2, Project Description,
the valet parking services associated with the parking supply is discussed.. To address the issues of
convenience for patients, visitors, and employees, the project proposes to use valet parking, similar
to the valet service currently provided at the Sutter Cancer Center. Valet parking can readily fiII
every available parking space, as well as exceed actual capacities by storing vehicles in parking
aisles.. Therefore, it is not necessary for the project to provide aparkcing buffer for the purpose of
convenience; the valet parking feature of the project renders the "buffer' unnecessary.
The City's standards of significance for parking impacts do not include the need for a buffer. In
addition, the project's use of valet parking negates the need for abuffer, Valet parking is currently in
operation for employees at Sutter Memorial Hospital, the Sutter Cancer Center, and other largescale operations. The project applicant is committed to provide valet services to serve the project.
The preparers of the document disagree with the commenter that the City and their consultants have
not evaluated the parking issues associated with the projectn The preparers of the document believe
there is not a"substantial gap„ in the information provided to the public and the decision makers in
the Draft EIR or the Revised Draft EIR,.
Response to Comment I 4:
The comment disagrees with the response provided in the Revised FEIR that the City believes the
October 2005 EIR and the Revised Draft EIR contains an adequate analysis of the project`s parking
impacts. The parking analysis is not flawed, misleading or incorrect. RecircuIatian of the parking
analysis is not warrantedry (See Revised FEIR Response to Comment 2w64, page 4-34).
The Court ruled that adequate information was not available in the record that documented parking
occupancy surveys used to calculate peak parking demand for the hospital component of the SMCS
project. Therefore, the parking count data sheets were included in the Revised Draft EIR along with
a more thorough explanation of the process that was followed to obtain that information. This
explanation is included in the memorandum entitled "Sutter Medical Center Estimated Parking
Demand" dated September 20, 2006f included in the Revised FIER. Parking accumulation surveys
were conducted during a peak time of day at SMH to determine the total number of parked vehicles.
The number of vehicles was divided by the occupied square footage of the hospital to derive a rate
of parked vehicles per I ,000 square feet of occupied hospital space,
The preparers of this document respectfully disagree with the commenter that the EIR did not
adequately disclose the severity of the parking impacts associated with the projectn
Response to Comment 15:
The commenter believes that the trip generation analysis used to compile the trip rate for the project
is incomplete The preparers of the document respectfully disagree with the commenter. As stated
in the Revised FEIR, the rates calculated from the studies at SMH are I fiO2 in the amM1 peak hour
and O83 in the pm. peak hourFl These rates are within the range of values reported by ITE. The
wide variation in rates reported by ITE, along with a limited number of studies (seven), were among
the reasons that suggested local information would be preferable to simply applying the average ITE
rates. When information that is more specific is available concerning apraject, and/or when unique
project characteristics exist, the correct procedure is to collect specific data at sites representative of
the project. See, for example, ITE Trip Generation Handbook, Chapters 3 and 4., In addition, the
City's Traffic Study Guidelines address the use of traffic counts at comparable locations for specific
uses. Because this project involves the relocation of SMH uses and personnel to the project sIter it
is logical and appropriate to consider the existing trip generation characteristics of SMH in the
analysis.,
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Response to Comment 16:
The comment does not believe that the City or their consultants captured vehicle trips by employees,
visitors, or patients being dropped off or picked up curbside at Sutter Memorial or counted those
individuals parking off-site. As stated in the Revised FEIR, while some parking does occur off-site
near SMH, the amount of this parking is not believed to he extensively associated with the hospital
(See Revised FEIR Response to Comment 2-66, page 4-35) A residential permit parking program
limits parking by hospital employees and visitors on streets around the hospital, and there are no
known of-site, off-street lots available for public parking. SMI-I is located in an urban environment
with many other surrounding institutional, commercial, and residential uses As discussed previously,
because of the character of the project site, this number is not quantifiable with any degree of
certainty. Based upon field observations during the collection of traffic count data an-siter no
substantial volumes of drop-offs were observed to occur along the s#reeL1 Volumes of employee or
patient dropToffs an-site were collected as part of the traffic count program Based upon the above
information concerning the relatively low vehicular trip generation occurring off-site, the trip
generation rate estimates are believed to be reasonable for purposes of the traffic impact analysis.
As determined by the City's consultant, the number of off-site trips are insignificant,. Off-street
parking is very low due to the lack public off-street facilities and the on-street residential parking
restrictions. Therefore, the trip generation rate calculated from data collected on-site is reasonable
for the estimation of trips associated with the new hospital facility and the resultant traffic impacts.
(See Revised FEIR Response to Comment 2-69, page 4-36).
Response to Comment 17:
As stated in the Revised FEIR, the analysis of transportation in the Draft EIR does not rely an data
from Kaiser Rosevillef The data from the Kaiser Roseville facility is not applicable because it is a
suburban selling with no access to transit facilities and ample parkinga Neither the Draft EIR nor
Revised Draft EIR reference Kaiser Roseville as a source of trip generation data for the project. The
trip generation rates are based on data collected solely at the SMH campus. (See Response to
Comment 2-70, page 4-36).
Response to Comment 18:
As noted in the Revised I"EIR, the transportation analysis includes consideration of the City's TwoWay Conversion project in the analysis of cumulative effects. The Two-Way Conversion project is
not part of the proposed SMCS project, and therefore there is no CEQA requirement to generate
additional analysis scenarios, such as a short-term analysis with Two-Way Conversion., During the
scoping for the EIR, many potential analysis scenarios were considered, Some were included in the
documentation, and others were rejected as inappropriate or unnecessary..
This concern was previously raised by the commenter in the Final EIR in Comment Letter S(see
Comment 8-18). It was noted in Response to Comment 8-18 (see FEI R page 4-31) that the Draft
EIR appropriately evaluated the cumulative traffic effects of the SMCS project in light of reasonably
foreseeable probable future projects, including those that would increase traffic volumes (such as
other development in the vicinity and region) and those that would affect the traffic capacity of the
local and regional roadway network (such as the Central City Two-Way Conversion project currently
being studied, and other reasonably foreseeable projects presented in the Metropolitan
Transportation Plan). These probable future projects are consistent with the CEQA Guidelines
requirements for cumulative anaiysis,
The cumulative analysis includes a 20-year horizon and, as such, represents a conservative analysis
of the potential effects of the project (combined with other traffic demand increases) an the roadway
DKS Associates staff visited the SMH site numerous times during the preparatton of the traffic analysis to set up hose
counts, confer with subcar^suCtants doing data gathering, and to verify the collection of data.
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network, including as it may be altered by the Two-Way Conversion project' it the City Council
chooses to implement it. Evaluation of the project-specific impacts in light of the as-of-yet
unapproved Two-Way Conversion project would be inconsistent with Section 1 51 25 (a) of the State
CEQA Guidelinesr which states that the baseline for evaluation should he the conditions that existed
at the time that the NOP was puhiished. To artificially decrease the capacity of some nearby streets,
assuming the Two-Way Conversion project were approved, would presuppose the actions of the City
Council in the future. Rather, inclusion of the Two-Way Conversion Study in a future cumulative
scenario (the Draft E1R also includes a cumulative scenario that does not presume approval of the
Two-Way Conversion project) provides a long-term analysis, consistent with the City's standard
approach for cumulative analyses. (See Revised FEIR Response to Comment 2-73r page 4-37),.
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